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                    Oops! An Error Occurred

    The server returned a "404".

    

    Something is broken. Sorry for the inconvenience.
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                    SUEZ's degremont® water handbook offers to water treatment professionals, fundamental concepts of water treatment processes and technologies as well as degremont® solutions applied to treatment line and adapted to each use of water. Designed by field men for field men, this valuable tool is essential for site managers, environmental managers, quality managers, maintenance managers, stakeholders in sustainable development, water agencies, documentation centers in universities, consultants, local authority technical departments, water management companies, etc.


                

    

    

    
                
    
        
    
    

    
        Piano Analytics (Essential mode-Opt-in)

        The Piano Analytics (AT Internet) audience measurement service aims to produce statistical and digital intelligence data and analyses, then to provide them via a secure web interface, or via export of this data.

        When you enter to this website, the Piano Analytics (AT Internet) service is set to "essential", so that only strictly necessary information, without identifying data, can be transmitted.

        When you give your consent, Piano Analytics (AT Internet) is set to "opt-in", it will process personal data.

        At any time, you can choose to withdraw this consent. In this case, Piano Analytics (AT Internet) will switch back to "essential" mode.

        You also have the option of activating the "opt-out" option on the legal notice page. Once in opt-out mode, no audience measurement data is collected; only a passing signal is collected by Piano Analytics (AT Internet) and returned in the "privacy - opt-out" report.
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